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builtona variety
offascinatsystems.
ing philosophical
a proEstelleR. Jorgensen,
fessorof musicin theMusic
of InEducation
Department
in BloomdianaUniversity
ington,givessome valuable
suggestions for learning
aboutthe underpinnings
of
theprofession.

n recent decades there has been
somewhatof an hiatusof interestin
philosophyas it interfaceswith music education, a reality that concerns some music educators. Relatively few philosophies of music
educationhave emergedduringthe
past two decades, notably Bennett
Reimer's A Philosophy of Music

Education and Keith Swanwick's
A Basis for Music Education.'

These have not received the kinds
of penetratingcritiquesfrom music
educatorsthat might have exposed
analytical flaws or moved us furtheralong the roadto formulatinga
comprehensive philosophy of mu-

sic educationfor our times.
Many pressing philosophical
questionsface the professiontoday
and may well confront us in the
future. Nevertheless, the preparation of music teachers at the undergraduatelevel centers on the development of skills and methods rather than on critical thinking, as if
teachers were being prepared as
technicians to use other people's
methods ratherthan as professionals who are fully capable of designing their own approaches and developing strategies to meet the
needs of particularstudents in given circumstances. Strong under-

graduate (or graduate) courses in
the foundationsof music education
that equip students with the knowledge to carefullyexamine and evaluate ideas about music education
are less common than they ought to
be. Rather, such courses often
amount to summaries and distillations of others' ideas, with the result that music teachers acquire a
secondhandratherthan a firsthand
acquaintancewith the source materials and, as a result, a superficial
understandingof the philosophical
underpinningsof music education.
As a profession, our response to
the need for comprehensive plans
MEJ/January:90
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and standards has generally involved the assembly of committees
of successful teachers and university clinicians to describe what
should be in the profession. This
approach(exemplifiedin MENC's
publication,TheSchool Music Program: Description and Standards)
is useful, but the assumptions underlyingthose plans and standards
may not have been criticallyexamined. These developmentshave understandably left music teachers
with the impression that serious
philosophydoes not have much to
say about what they do in their
classrooms,that music educationis
primarilya practical rather than a
philosophicalactivity, and that philosophy simply amountsto personal opinion. If one teacher disagrees
with what another does, it is basically one individual's opinion
against another's. No one can say
which is the better.
The place of philosophyin music
education merits careful consideration. In unpackingthe problemof
what role philosophyshouldplay in
the life of the individual music
teacher and the profession as a
whole, I shall examine three specific questions: What is meant by
philosophy of music education?
Why is philosophy important for
the music teacher? How can a music teacher develop a personal philosophy of music education?

world of experience. It need not
always be based on or necessarily
follow empirical research in order
to be valid. This does not mean,
however, that it cannot be grounded in the findings of empirical research. Many are the philosophers
whose work draws from the findings of psychology and anthropology, among other fields. (One
thinks, for example, of the work of
Ernst Cassirer and Vernon Howard, and of Susanne Langer's Philosophy in a New Key). It is not
just about the aesthetics of music,
the study of how people respondto
music. Nor is it true that all philosophies are equal, or that an eclectic
view is necessarily better than a
puristposition.
Rather, a philosophy of music
education represents a series of
tightlyreasonedargumentsorjustificationsthat explicate the assumptions accompanyingor underlying
andprecedingaction. Philosophyis
both a body of ideas and a way of
thinking. Philosophers clarify
meaning as a maid sweeps clean
the house of ideas, and they also
design the conceptual framework
of the profession, muchas an architect designs the house. The justifications that the philosopher offers
are of several differenttypes: they
may be logical (offeringa coherent
whole that is internallyconsistent,
corresponding to evidence, be it
persuasive argumentsor empirical
What is meant?
evidence), moral and ethical (inIt is important at the outset to
voking expectations or rules of
establish what a philosophy of mu- conduct grounded in certain spirisic educationis not. It is not simply tual or social beliefs and values),
an assortment of opinions or un- political (based on certain political
substantiatedassertions. It is not a
ideas and structures),and aesthetic
"liking" report-"I like this;
(presupposingcertain understandthereforeit is good." It is not sim- ings and values that relate to the
ply a distillationof the opinions and natureof the aesthetic and artistic
ideas of others. Nor is it readily or
experience involving both the reeasily developed by committees as
sponse to and the expression of
a consensus of the prevailing colart). A good discussion of the funclective wisdom. Nor is it armchair tions of philosophy in education
reflectionof the kind that is easily
can be found in Israel Scheffler's
done in the ivory tower with no
book listed in "Suggested Readnecessary relation to the practical ings."
18
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Philosophy addresses epistemological questions that relate to
questions of knowledge, ontological questionsthat center on aspects
of being and reality, political questions that focus on questions of
governance and the political process, axiological questions that emphasize mattersof valuing,aesthetic and artistic questions that focus
on the nature of the response to
and creation of works of art, and
ethical questions that center on
considerationsof "oughtness" and
"rightness." These among other
questions are absolutely crucial to
the task of music education today
and tomorrow.We may ask: "Why
is music educationimportantin today's schools?" "What musics
should we be teaching and why?"
"What specific objectives ought
we to be espousing as a music
teaching profession?" "How
should music education be carried
forward?" "Who should be responsible for music education?"
"Should change be effected in music education, and if so, how can
we effect it? If not, why not?" A
philosophy of music education involves much more than a consideration of aesthetic questions. Indeed, I believe one of the important
mistakes we have made in music
education philosophy in recent
years is to draw altogethertoo narrow a view, which has left us with
too limiteda vision of the interface
of philosophyand music education
and of the nature of music education itself.
Broadand rigorousstudy
As a cross-disciplinary field of
study, music education derives
ideas from other areas such as music, education, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and philosophy. This reality necessitates a
broad preparationfor music teachers and makes it more difficultto
cover ideas in depth. As a result,
music educators often end up with
a smattering of knowledge about
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ideas rather than an in-depth understandingof them. For example,
in my graduatefoundationsof music education classes I frequently
meet students who have a limited
knowledge of philosophy, understand little of the wider historical
context outside music history outline courses, and feel frustrated
that much of their traininghas been
so full of techniques and methods
courses and educational requirements for state certification that
they have not had the opportunity
to read broadly and in depth. This
is not to say that practicallyoriented courses are not important.Quite
the contrary. But it is one of the
problemsin our profession that we
cover so much ground superficially, leaving the student little time,
except perhaps in the context of a
thesis or dissertation, to explore
anythingintensively. We are beginning to do much better in areas
such as psychology and sociology,
and it is heartening to see the
strengtheningof links between music education and systematic musicology and ethnomusicology, but
at this point, there are few places
where studentscan explore ideas in
music educationin a philosophically rigorous manner and to any
depth.
Some music teachers imagine
that, because they draw their ideas
from several places, their so-called
eclectic philosophy is better than if
they had drawn their ideas from
only one source. For example, if
they can somehow combine the
ideas of Kodaly and Orff-Keetman,
they have something better than if
they follow either Kodailyor OrffKeetman alone. So they gather
ideas from various people and end
up with a collage of ideas they call
their philosophy. This may seem
sound. The problem is that the assumptionsthat underliethese various ideas may conflict with each
other. For example, the assumptions underlyingthe techniques of
Kodaly and those of Orff-Keetman

a

are very different,and it is difficult
in some ways to reconcile them.
The temptationinherentin eclecticism is one of superficiality-to
merely combine things that may or
may not be internallyconsistent. I
suggest, however, that the reconciliationof disparatevisions of music education ought properly to be
synthetic ratherthan simply eclectic. In creating a synthesis, one
formulates something that is not
only integratedbut new. The art of
designingmusic curricula,of translating general propositions into actual and specific practice, is fraught
with difficulty.(Thisfact is noted in
the articles and book by Joseph
Schwablisted in "Suggested Readings"). While it might seem that a
multiplicity of methods may suggest a wider vision, their reconciliation within a coherent curriculum
may be a difficultthing to achieve
in practice.
Criticalanalysis
Some philosophies are better
than others. They are better articulated and substantiated, and they
offer world views that are more
attractive and ethically acceptable
than others. As music educators,
we must be equipped to critically
examine those visions that are put
before us in the name of curricular
methods. (Indeed, it is safe to say
that every music curriculumis the
embodiment of a philosophy of
some sort, whether explicit or implicit.) Advocates of one view or
another are naturally evangelistic.
They would like us to believe that
their approach to music education
is superior. I have often been surprised at the reluctance of some
music educators to look critically
at the methods they espouse.2
Resistance to critical examination of ideas and methods is unfortunate because if an approach is
sound, it will stand up to close
scrutiny. A better response might
be: "Bring on the critics. Let us
test the method and carefully ex-

aminethe evidence. If this really is
a superior method it will be sustained as such. If not, its limitations will be evident. Eitherway, it
is important that we gather evidence to justify our claims and
carefully arrive at our conclusions." Professional music educators must reach the point of being
self-critical, examining ideas and
methods dispassionately, deciding
individuallyand collectively which
stances they will adopt, andjustifying their decisions in philosophically sound ways.
A philosophyof music education
may be derived in at least two
major ways: inductively, from the
study of empiricalevidence (as we
see in experimental research in
physics and chemistry),and deductively (as evident in mathematics
and philosophy). We make a mistake when we imagine that inductive, empiricalresearchwill always
yield us valid models or that it is
the only way to derive ideas. Rather, students of symbolism in the
arts, including Ernst Cassirer and
Nelson Goodman,teach us that the
symbols we use provide lenses
throughwhich we see the world or
ways by which we make our world
or our versions of it, giving meaning to what we see. A better approach than that of relying exclusively on inductionis to strive for a
melding of both inductive and deductive approaches to music education research. This approachimplies within it both paradox and
tension, and yet it offers a potentially rich reward for the development of theory and practice.3 We
need philosophy to help us articulate a vision that informs empirical
researchand yet draws from it.
Philosophicalstudy
There are several reasons why
every music teacher should be a
philosopher.4In essence, these reasons amount to expressions of the
principlethat education is primarily a philosophical endeavor and
MEJ/January'90
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READINGS
SUGGESTED
that all our objectives, methods,
and organizational structures must
be philosophically defensible. Our
assumptions provide the basis of
and guide for our actions, specifically, as we administer our music
programs, design our music curricula, interact with students in individual and class settings, and in all
our teaching, learning, and musical
experiences.
Of all the decisions music teachers make, curriculum design is one
of the most important because it
embodies an expression of our professionalism, our decision as to
what experiences ought to be provided in a given set of circumstances for a particular student or
group of students. Both the design
process in music curriculum and its
justification involve the application
of philosophical knowledge and
skills.
Recent research in music education has focused primarily on empirical questions and has provided
important evidence for various
models of teaching, learning, instruction, and administration. Music teachers must ultimately decide, however, which views they
will endorse. Indeed, results of empirical research are partly interpreted in the light of the underlying
models used. Nelson Goodman
rightly reminds us: "Truth of a
hypothesis after all is a matter of
fit-fit with a body of theory, and
fit of hypothesis and theory to the
data at hand and the facts to be
encountered."5 Music teachers,
therefore, cannot uncritically accept the results of empirical research without carefully questioning the theoretical models or the
assumptions underlying that research. Moreover, while empirical
research may help provide answers
to some physiological, psychological, and sociological questions related to the teacher's work, it may
not address important but often
more elusive moral, ethical, and
aesthetic issues.
Models of teaching abound, as
20
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can be seen in the works by
Scheffler and by Bruce Joyce and
Marsha Weil listed in "Suggested
Readings." Music teachers have to
decide for themselves which approaches they can justify on logical, moral, ethical, or aesthetic
grounds. The same may be said for
all the other aspects of music education, be they learning (or the
acquiring of knowledge), administration (or the context in which
music instruction takes place), instruction (or the interaction between teacher and student), or systematic musicology (or the study of
the musical experience, its nature
and meaning).6 In the final analysis, all of these aspects must be
justified philosophically.
Articulating a philosophy
Granted, we might all agree that
personal experience and reading
are very important in principle. But
a teacher states: "Maybe philosophy is of utmost importance for
college and university professors.
Some of us are so busy with the
nuts and bolts of teaching music
that we do not have the time to
devote to matters that seem not to
bear directly on the work we are
doing. It is a matter of prioritiespractical considerations are just so
much more important than questions of theory and philosophy that
practice wins out every time." In
response to this view, however,
there are compelling reasons why
time devoted to reading and reflection, to the development of a coherent philosophy of music education, is well spent.
Knowing why we teach as we
teach, why we adopt certain curricular and instructional approaches,
increases our effective power because it focuses our attention on
those issues that are of prime importance. We become less concerned with what we see as the
periphery of music education than
with its center. Knowing that what
we do is based on a firm philosophical footing gives us increased conMEJ/January'90
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hilosophy
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to revise
about
music

fidence. We want to be sure that
we have built our house wisely and
well, and, above all, we want to be
sure that it has solid foundations.
For if the foundationsare unsound,
so is the rest of the house, no
matterhow beautifulit looks.
As we study the writingsof great
minds, we see new ideas that challenge us to take risks and to adopt
fresh perspectives. We are able to
launch out confidently from the
safe curricula of the past into a
future in which the old does not
necessarilyapply. We are in a position to be knownby our studentsas
fellow travelers along the path toward wisdom, because we have a
constant stream of fresh ideas to
add to our musical and educational
understanding.In the quietness of
reflection, we can separate out
those things that clutterour professional lives and make us needlessly
busy from those that focus our effort.
The great teachers of history
both treasured time for reflection
and drew strength from the stress
and rigor of their teaching.
Throughreflection, they were able
to focus on what they saw as essential-those things that really mattered to them.7 Indeed, we note a
long and distinguished line of
teacher-philosophers-Plato, Aristotle, Jesus, Boethius, Alcuin, Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, Hildegard von Bingen, Martin Luther,
Jan Amos Komensky, JohannPestalozzi, and Maria Montessori-to
name a few whose influence has
been especially telling.
Having an articulated personal
philosophy prevents us from being
swayed by every new idea that
comes along or pressured to do
thingsas others do them-especially by those in authority. We come
to understandthat there is no one
highroadin music educationthat is
the panacea for all our problems.
Nor is there an easy road. Rather,
22
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teaching music is a constant challenge to our resourcefulness. Because it suggests disparatevisions,
philosophy challenges us to revise
our thinkingabout music education
and rework our methods when
change is called for.
A collectivephilosophy
Not only does a personal philosophy help us articulatea vision for
our individual futures, it also impels us to build a world view for
our collective future. A new age is
upon us-an age that challenges
our preconceptions and concepts
of reality and demands of us new
attitudes, beliefs, and understandings. "Withouta vision," the wise
man says, "the people perish."8 If
music educatorsneglect philosophical thinking,we too may perish as
a profession. For we will not have
answers to the different and difficult questions that are being asked
of us. We will not have a raison
d'etre for a new age. As we grasp
the importanceof philosophicalreflection, revisit again those landmarksin the past that have shaped
our thinking, and consider the
ideas of our contemporaryprophets, we are able to breakfree of the
constrictionsof our past prejudices
and explore the exciting possibilities of the future world.
We clearly need a new collective
vision for our profession. In our
focus on empirical research, we
have gained many useful insights
into the nature of teaching, learning, and the instructionalprocess.
But the function of empirical research is to test paradigmsrather
than create them-that is the work
of philosophy. Without such a dimension to our researchand teaching effort, we are left conceptually
and even spirituallyshortchanged.
Philosophy offers us another complementary approach that enables
us to clarify and refine our ideas
criticallyand carefullyand to make

informedjudgments about all the
aspects of music education that
touch us as musicians, teachers,
and students.
Meansand sources
For many music teachers, experience is an important source of
their philosophy of music education. Observation of children and
young people, and experience in
curricularand instructionalstrategies that seem particularlyeffective
in engendering student learning,
confirm certain impressions, beliefs, and values held by the teacher. Moreover, observationcoupled
with reflection on that observation
suggests an experientially based
philosophy that, because it is derivedfroman intimateand personal
experience, is something that the
teacher is preparedto act on and,
importantly,loves to do.
But teaching experience alone is
not enough to provide a teacher
with the basis for a broadly based
personal philosophy of music education. The ideas of others help to
widen our vision, suggest questions
that we may not have thought important, and raise difficult questions and solutions to those questions that may run counter to our
personal views. Hence, we are
challenged to reevaluate our positions and prevented from uncritically doing things in the ways we
have always done them. Our ideas
take on a freshness and an openness that we are otherwise in danger of losing. To prevent intellectual fossilization, we need to be constantly learning and keeping our
minds open to new ideas, not only
in music but more broadly in education.
One way to do this is to readnot only technical material that
suggests new ways of doing what
we do, but especially ideas about
what we ought to do. The reason
for this is that some ideas may be

more difficultto work throughthan
is technical material-they challenge our minds in ways that
stretch us to think about what we
are doing and why we are doing it.
For example, it is more challenging
to read Kodaily'sSelected Writings
(in which, in a series of essays, he
discusses his ideas about music and
musiceducation)than it is to read a
book of singing games and dances
consonantwith Kodaly's approach
to music education.9This is not to
say that the book of singing games
lacks value, but ratherthat the selected writings have their importance too. Reading imaginatively,
we get a sense from Kodaily'sessays of what he was really aiming
for. We can reflect on what he said
and decide whether it is important
for us and for what reasons. Then
we can read the book of singing
games with new eyes, seeing its
significancemore clearly.
The question remainsas to what
we shouldbe reading.Several writers have articulateda philosophyof
music education. Among these one
might cite Charles Hubert Farnsworth's classic Education Through
Music and the books written by
Emile Jaques-Dalcroze, Percy
Scholes, Shinichi Suzuki, Zoltan
Kodaly, Christopher Small, John
Paynter, Keith Swanwick, Peter
Fletcher, and Bennett Reimer
listed under "SuggestedReadings."
Outside music education, there
are classics that every music teacher ought to read. To orient oneselV,
it might be wise to begin with a
book like Michael Mark's Source
Readings in Music Education History, which includes short excerpts
from the writings of some of the
importantphilosophersand educators throughout history. Thereafter, one might dip into Plato's Republic and his Laws and see the
same radical philosophy of music
education as central to the educational process in the work of Frie-

drichSchillerand in that of Herbert
Read.
On the natureof the musical and
artistic experience, one might read
John Dewey's Art as Experience
and the books by R. G. Collingwood, Aaron Copland, Immanuel
Kant, Susanne Langer, and Roger
Sessions. Also valuableare the collection of essays edited by Ralph
Smith and the book by Vernon
Howard (see "Selected Readings").
Severalworks on the educational
experience may be cited. For instance, one might read John Dewey's The Childand the Curriculum,
Democracy and Education, and
Experienceand Education and the
books by Alfred North Whitehead,
GilbertHighet, Jerome Bruner, Israel Scheffler, and John Passmore
(see "Selected Readings").
These lists only illustrate that
there are many valuableand stimulating things to read, and our education is incomplete if we have not
read these or other such foundational materials. My list does not
include a wealth of material on
ideas in curriculum,on important
psychological, ethnomusicological,
and sociological research, among
other areas, as they impinge on
music education. One thinks, for
example, of the books by John
Blacking, John Booth Davies, Rosamund Shuter-Dyson and Clive
Gabriel, Bruno Nettl, David Hargreaves, Jay Dowling and Dane
Harwood, and the book by John
Shepherd, Paul Virden, Graham
Vulliamy,and Trevor Wishart(see
"Suggested Readings"). Reading
such books as these stimulatesour
thinkingand helps inform our personal and collective philosophiesof
music education.
Anti-intellectualismis something
we should shun as music educators. Our heritage is an honorable
one. For millenia, musician-educators have sought to balance theory

and practice, ideas and practical
realities. We must seek every opportunity to better prepare ourselves to examine the ideas and
underpinnings of our profession,
and to carefully examine how we
may be better able to serve our
students in the future. We are able
to greatly improve the philosophy
we do, the critical analyses we undertake, if we will to do so. Optimist that I am, I look forward to
seeing this dreambecome reality.
Notes
1. The books by Reimerand Swanwickare
listed under "Suggested Readings," as are
all of the resourcesnamedin this article.
2. The Palotai-Baconexchange constitutes
one such example. See Michael Palotai,
"Has HungaryOutgrownKodaly?" Music
Educators Journal 64, no. 6 (1978), 40-45;

Denice Bacon, "HungaryWill Never Outgrow Kodaly," Music Educators Journal

65, no. 1 (1978), 39-44.
3. See Estelle R. Jorgensen,"On Research
in Music Education," paper presented to
the CanadianMusic ResearchCouncil, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St.
John's, Newfoundland, May 1977. Published in abridged form under the title,
"Some Observationson the Methodologyof
Research in Music Education," Canadian
Music Educator 20, no. 3 (1979), 45-50.

4. Abraham Schwadron makes a similar
point in his essay, "Philosophy and the
Teacher of Music," College Music Sympo-

sium 17 (1977):74-81.
5. Nelson Goodman, Languages of Art: An
Approach to a Theory of Symbols (Indianap-

olis: Hackett PublishingCo., 1976),264.
6. See Estelle R. Jorgensen,"On the Development of a Theory of Musical Instruction," Psychology of Music 8 (1980), 25-30.
7. See Gilbert Highet, The Art of Teaching

(1950; reprint,New York: Vintage Books,
1955).

8. Proverbs29:18. For a discussion of the
challenges of the new age, see Estelle R.
Jorgensen, "The performer'smusical educationandthe new age," unpublishedpaper
presented to the InternationalSociety for
Music Education,Canberra,Australia,July
1988.
9. Compare The Selected Writings of Zoltdn

Kodaly, ed. Ferenc Bonis, trans. Lili Halapy and Fred Macnicol (London: Boosey
and Hawkes, 1974), to Lois Choksy and

David Brummitt, 120 Singing Games and
Dances for Elementary Schools (Englewood

Cliffs,New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,1987). i
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